Anchorage loss assessment of the indirect anchor tooth during adjunctive orthodontic treatment.
This study quantitatively assessed movement of anchor teeth connected to a miniscrew (indirect anchor tooth) and investigated factors affecting movement during adjunctive orthodontic treatment. Dental plaster models of 28 patients whose treatment included an indirect anchor tooth on one side were collected before and after treatment. The casts were digitally scanned, and 2 groups were constituted: the indirect anchor teeth (experimental group; n = 52) and the untreated teeth (control group; the first and second premolars opposing the indirect anchor tooth to which no orthodontic force was applied; n = 55). Pretreatment and posttreatment models were superimposed and the amount and direction of indirect anchor tooth movement were evaluated with the use of a univariate linear mixed model. Possible factors affecting movement of the indirect anchor tooth and its significance were also evaluated with the use of a multiple linear mixed model. The indirect anchor tooth moved 0.91 ± 0.50 mm and did not exhibit significant differences in the transverse, vertical, or sagittal directions. The location of the indirect anchor tooth affected movement and the tooth moved significantly more in the mandible than in the maxilla. The indirect anchor tooth can move during adjunctive orthodontic treatment and thus requires careful monitoring for occlusal changes.